The kinematics, sum rules, and inequalities for inelastic electron-nucleon scattering are reviewed, with emphasis on the relations between the sum rules and inequalities and the assumptions needed in their derivation. What can be learned from the manner of saturation of the inequalities is discussed. Limits are put on possible modifications of the sum rules at large values of q' from what we already know at small values of q', and for g'= 1 BeV' it is shown that the inequality for electron scattering is roughly satis6ed by summing over the inelastic scattering spectrum up to 6nal hadron masses of 2 BeV.
I. INTRODUCTION LTHOUGH there have been many impressive successes for sum rules or low-energy theorems' derived from the commutation relations of the integrals of the time components of the vector and axial-vector weak-interaction current densities' LF (t)» (t)3= f F (l) LF.(t),F, '(t) L~. '(*),~" (y)j*. =, . = -f. .~. ()&(* -y), (3 ) have yet to be subjected to similar tests through the sum rules which they imply. It was Grst shown by Adler' that Eqs. (3) can be directly tested in highenergy neutrino reactions, where they lead to sum rules which imply that do z (9+N)/dq' do r (p+N)/d-q' goes to a constant which is independent of the fourmomentum transfer q' as the incident neutriono energy goes to infinity. This q' independent constant is the same as the result one obtains for do+(f+N)/dq' -do r(r+N)/dq', assuming a pointlike nucleon whose V -A weak current is coupled to the leptons in the usual current-current interaction form.
*Work supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. ' See the review given by R. F. Dashen ' S. L. Adler, Phys. Rev. 143, 1144 (1966 .
By an isospin rotation, Bjorken4 has shown how the part of Adler's results coming only from the vector current can be transformed into a useful inequality for inelastic electron scattering on nucleons. This inequality essentially states that as the incident electron energy goes to inlnity, the sum, do z(e+p)/dq'+do z(e+rt)/dq', of the total electron-proton and electron-neutron cross sections is greater than one-half the cross section for electrons scattering off pointlike (spinless) protons.
All 
Another commonly used expression for the cross section is given by Hand, " who writes where~q~= (q'+qo')'" is the ma, gnitude of the laboratory photon three-momentum.
and we find
here ot, "", (qo, 0) is the total photoabsorption cross section for rea/ photons with laboratory energy qo.
Ef the state e consists of a nucleon and a pion, i.e. ,
we have electroproduction of a single pion, we can express~~-.(qo,q')»d Oi, ",(qo, q') in terms of squares of multipole amplitudes":
Comparing with Eq. (6), we find n(qo, q') = (X/4ir'n) 0 r, 
III. SUM RULES AND INEQUALITIES FOR INELASTIC ELECTRON SCATTERING
The vector current part of the original sum rule of Adler for neutrino scattering can be written is the magnitude of the center-of-mass pion threemomentum and~q (, . =(M~/W)~il( is the center-ofmass photon three-momentum. Note that in our notation 0~,",(q, , q') is negative when q') 0 (q' spacelike) so that the quantity p(qo, q') is actually the sum of two positive quantities in Eq. (9b) for q') 0.
There are of course an infinite number of other ways dqo[P' '(qo, q') -P'+'(q, q') j=1.
The functions Pi+&(qo, q') are defined just as in Eq. (7) except that in place of the electromagnetic currents J"(0) and J" (0) In the derivation' of Eq. (18) (19) as it now stands automatically become equal rules out a q'-independent subtraction. This just means we have done nothing grossly wrong, e.g. , introduced a kinematic singularity in q' in one of our amplitudes.
(b) The assumption of an unsubtracted dispersion relation for the amplitude corresponding to P for two axial-vector currents, together with Eq. (3c), leads at q'=0 directly to the Adler-Weisberger sum rule, '" so it is very unlikely that there is a q -independent subtraction there either. (22) where P"and P"correspond to electron-proton and electron-neutron scattering, respectively. Equation (22) 
This appears to be true experimentally for both the neutron and proton for at/ q'. In the region of the Ã*(1238) resonance, recent data" indicate that Eq. (25) is true up to q' 1 BeV' with gg consistent with zero above qs~0.4 BeV'. Thus Eq. (25) appears to be true for the nucleon and up through the region of the E*(1238).At higher energies there is presently a conclusive lack of data on a 8.
V. CONVERGENCE AND SATURATION OF THE SUM RULES AND INEQUALITIES
Before discussing in detail how the various integrals in the sum rules and inequalities are (or are not) saturated by a few (or many) resonances, we might well ask whether the integrals converge at all. For Axed q', we see from Eq. (9) that for large qp, " rr(qo, q ) oc qpororono(qo&q ) & P(qo, q') " (1/qo) [«--(qo q')~t-. «o q') j where g (qp, q') is a total (massive) photon-nucleon cross section. Thus for large qo, Adler's sum rule behaves as dqy [~' '(qs q') -'+'(qo q') j qo where a& ' and a&+& correspond to antineutrino and and electron-neutron scattering. Also, the same argument goes through if we have [e n (to,oq)o( q&o(qo/qoo)noosns(qo, q') for ail qo and q' -+~. We dqoLP' '(qo, q') -P'+'(qo-, q')) = 
